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A B S T R A C T

Purpose/Objective: Magnetic resonance-guided radiation therapy (MRgRT) utilization is rapidly expanding worldwide, driven by advanced capabilities including continuous intrafraction visualization, automatic triggered beam delivery, and on-table adaptive replanning (oART). Our objective was to describe patterns of 0.35Tesla(T)-MRgRT (MRIdian) utilization in the United States (US) among early adopters of this novel technology.

Materials/Methods: Anonymized administrative data from all US MRIdian treatment systems were extracted for patients completing treatment from 2014 to 2020. Detailed treatment information was available for all MRIdian linear accelerator (linac) systems and some cobalt systems.

Results: Seventeen systems at 16 centers delivered 5736 courses and 36,389 fractions (fraction details unavailable for 1223 cobalt courses), of which 21.1% were adapted. Ultra-hypofractionation (UHfx) (1–5 fractions) was used in 70.3% of all courses. At least one adaptive fraction was used for 38.5% of courses (average 1.7 adapted fractions/course), with higher oART use in UHfx dose schedules (47.7% of courses, average 1.9 adapted fractions per course). The most commonly treated organ sites were pancreas (20.7%), liver (16.5%), prostate (12.5%), breast (11.5%), and lung (9.4%). Temporal trends show a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 59.6% in

Abbreviations: APBI, accelerated partial breast irradiation; ART, adaptive radiotherapy; BED, biologically equivalent dose; CAGR, compound annual growth rate; CBCT, cone beam computerized tomography; GDPR, General Data Protection Regulation; Gy, gray; H&N, head and neck; HIPAA, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act; IGRT, image-guided radiation therapy; linac, linear accelerator; MRIdian, 0.35Tesla(T)-MRgRT; MR, magnetic resonance; MRgRT, magnetic resonance-guided radiation therapy; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MVCT, mega-voltage CT; NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; oART, on-table adaptive radiation therapy; OAR, organs at risk; PTV, planning target volume; PHI, protected health information; RT, radiation therapy; SABR, stereotactic ablative radiation therapy; SBRT, stereotactic body radiotherapy; T, Tesla; UHfx, ultra-hypofractionated.
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treatment courses delivered, with a dramatic increase in use of UHfx to 84.9% of courses in 2020 and similar increase in use of oART to 51.0% of courses.

Conclusions: This is the first comprehensive study reporting patterns of utilization among early adopters of MRIdian in the US. Intrafraction MR image-guidance, advanced motion management, and increasing adoption of adaptive radiation therapy has led to a substantial transition to ultra-hypofractionated regimens. 0.35 T-MRgRT has been predominantly used to treat abdominal and pelvic tumors with increasing use of on-table adaptive replanning, which represents a paradigm shift in radiation therapy.

Introduction

Radiation therapy (RT) has been fundamentally shaped by image-guidance, which provides critical information about patient and tumor anatomy on the day of treatment [1]. As image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) has evolved, there has been increasing opportunity to optimize treatment regimens in an effort to reduce toxicity and improve efficacy [2]. Widespread adoption of cone-beam computerized tomography (CBCT) has facilitated stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) delivery. However, CBCT causes additional radiation exposure. In addition, CBCT’s low soft tissue contrast limits the opportunity to safely prescribe higher doses and use ultra-hypofractionation (UHfx), defined herein as the use of five or fewer fractions [3].

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides superior soft tissue contrast over CT, which can be of significant benefit to RT planning and delivery [4]. MRI-guided radiation therapy (MRgRT) has been introduced into the field of radiation oncology in the last decade and potentially represents a paradigm shift in the treatment of some cancers [5,6].

In 2014, the ViewRay MRIdian became the first clinically operational MRgRT system, combining a 0.35 T MRI scanner and a cobalt-60 treatment delivery unit. The second generation MRIdian, combining the same MR-imaging system with a linear accelerator (MRIdian-linac), began treating patients with high-energy X-rays in mid 2017. MRIdian uniquely combines excellent soft tissue contrast, continuous intrafraction cine-MRI, soft tissue tracking, and automatic beam gating [6]. Additionally, it enables daily on-table adaptive planning to account for interfraction anatomic changes, ensuring organ-at-risk (OAR) constraints are met while optimizing target volume coverage. This functionality obviates the need for fiducial markers, eliminates radiation dose from daily and repeated CBCTs, permits planning target volume (PTV) margin reduction, target dose escalation, and shorter fractionation regimens, with potential cost- and time-savings implications.

Because the adoption of MRIdian in the United States (US) is still in the relatively early phase, clinical applications of this technology continue to expand and evolve. Clinical outcomes for some difficult-to-treat cancers have been encouraging, and ongoing clinical trials such as the MRIdian SMART trial, NCT03621644 have completed enrollment and data analysis is underway to produce more definitive data. [7-10]

The number of institutions in the US that have adopted MRIdian has increased significantly, especially in the last three years. However, overall patterns of utilization across multiple centers have not been reported. We therefore performed a retrospective analysis of patients treated on MRIdian systems in the US since 2014, describing patterns of utilization focused on disease site, total dose prescribed, fractionation, and use of on-table adaptive replanning.

Materials and methods

For this retrospective analysis, we extracted treatment data from a structured query language (SQL) machine database that includes all patients treated on all MRIdian treatment systems globally. This database contains information on each center’s treatments from the first clinical patient’s treatment through the end of 2020, the data extraction date. Key MRIdian system data available includes number of courses, fractionation, number of on-table adaptive radiation therapy (oART) fractions, organ site treated, planned dose, and year of treatment. The database does not include Protected Health Information (PHI), and none of the extracted data fields allow identification of individual patients. All data comply with applicable law governing data privacy, including but not limited to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”) and the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (“GDPR”). This study did not include human subjects as it was retrospective machine data without any patient identifiers. Informed consent and Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval were not necessary.

We analyzed treatment records for all MRIdian treatment systems installed at US institutions and included all treatment courses from 2014 to the end of 2020. We excluded treatment courses from the primary analysis (n = 41) if they had prescriptions with clinically unreasonably high doses (prescribed total dose >100 Gy) and number of fractions (n > 45). Given the extreme deviation from standard clinical practice, these were thought to represent QA datasets or datasets used during machine commissioning. Additionally, detailed fraction-level data was unavailable for 1223 courses treated on cobalt-60 machines.

We used the raw data from fractions delivered to calculate treatment course-level summary data. A patient could have undergone more than one treatment course in the assessed timeframe, and each would be counted separately. We defined on-table adaptive radiation therapy (oART) fractions as fractions where the plan delivered during the fraction was a reoptimized plan rather than the original plan. We classified courses as oART courses, if at least one fraction was delivered using an adapted plan. Since treatment concept (e.g., SBRT) is not captured in the database, we defined a course of UHfx RT as five (5) fractions or fewer, except those defined as accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI). We defined APBI treatments as: 1) 10 planned fractions and a planned dose of 38.5 Gy; 2) 5 planned fractions and a planned dose of 30 Gy; 3) 3 planned fractions and a planned dose of 25.5 Gy; or, 4) 1 planned fraction and a planned dose of 20 Gy [11-13]. We further identified subsets of patients receiving dose escalated or ablative therapy using commonly reported biologically equivalent dose (BED) thresholds.

Ablative RT dose was defined as prescriptions of greater than or equal to 100 Gy/BED10. Dose escalated courses were defined as between 72 and 99 BED10. These calculations exclude treatment prescriptions for prostate, reflecting the evidence of lower alpha/beta ratios needed to achieve prostate tumor control [14-18].

When detailed treatment data were not available for certain cobalt-60 system patients, the total number of missing courses (1223) was added back to the overall totals for course-level analyses and reporting as further described in Table 1 and Fig. 1 in the results section. Additionally, the fraction-level analysis counted total fractions delivered over the assessed timeframe. One center was excluded from the oART calculations due to inability to identify oART fractions (number of courses = 176) due to a unique workflow at the institution that prevented accurate data capture on oART fractions.

Total numbers of oART and UHfx courses were calculated using their respective ratios calculated from the detailed data multiplied by the total, including the cobalt courses. We counted total and average fractions and adapted fractions for all treatment courses. These analyses were stratified by tumor site and UHfx vs non-UHfx fractionation schemes. Growth rates were calculated using compounded annual growth rates (CAGR) methodology [19]. Data analysis was performed using Tableau Desktop 2021 (Seattle, WA) and Excel Office 365.
A total of 36,389 fractions were delivered in 4513 courses on cobalt courses had detailed data and 1223 did not have detailed data.

**Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Total (2014–2020)</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Centers (systems)</td>
<td>16 (17)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>9 (10)</td>
<td>16 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total treatment courses</td>
<td>5736</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>1832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Courses treated with UHfx</td>
<td>70.3 %</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>84.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Courses treated with APBI</td>
<td>9.7 %</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>2.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Courses with ≥ 1 adaptive fraction ***</td>
<td>38.5 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>51.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Courses ***</td>
<td>38.5 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>51.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% oART – UHfx</td>
<td>47.7 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>54.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% oART – APBI</td>
<td>0.2 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% oART – Non-UHfx/Non-APBI</td>
<td>24.9 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>30.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Fractions **</td>
<td>36,389</td>
<td>1185</td>
<td>5208</td>
<td>11,823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% oART Fractions **</td>
<td>21.2 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>32.8 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Organ Site – Distribution **

- Breast: 11.5 % (20.0 %), 16.1 % (3.4 %)
- Liver: 16.5 % (10.6 %), 17.9 % (15.4 %)
- Lung: 9.4 % (15.3 %), 9.9 % (9.7 %)
- Pancreas: 20.7 % (3.5 %), 20.0 (23.2 %)
- Prostate: 12.5 % (3.5 %), 12.2 (18.2 %)
- Other ***: 29.4 % (47.1 %), 23.9 (30.2 %)

*** 3461 linac courses (all linac courses with detailed data available), 2275 total cobalt courses (1052 cobalt courses with detailed data available). Total n = 5736.

**Table 1**

Organ sites classified as “other” (10.4 %) included anus, bone, brain, cervix, colon, esophagus, gall bladder, head and neck, kidney, larynx, oral cavity, ovary, penis, pharynx, rectum, skin, small intestine, stomach, tongue, ureter, urinary bladder, uterus, and vagina. In addition, there were 19 % of courses with undefined organ sites that were also included in the “other” category, for a total of 29.4 %.

The overall proportion of APBI treatment courses for breast cancer initially ranged from 9.9 % in 2014 to 23.2 % in 2020 with prostate increasing from 3.5 % to 18.2 %, and liver from 10.6 % to 15.4 %. The percentage of courses for lung cancer remained stable at between 9.5 % and 9.9 % over the last three years (2018–2020) (Fig. 3). The absolute numbers of courses increased the 7-year time-period with CAGRs of 118.3 % (pancreas), 109.7 % (prostate), 69.8 % (liver), 47.8 % (lung).

The use of UHfx varied by organ site with overall proportions of 91.0 %, 86.8 %, 75.1 %, 72.0 % for liver, pancreas, lung, and prostate, respectively. The rates of UHfx by organ site were more variable in the earlier years of clinical use ranging from 11.1 % in prostate cancer to 51.0 % by the end of 2020. The proportion of oART fractions in cancer remained stable at between 9.5 % and 9.9 % over the last three years (2018–2020) (Fig. 3).

In comparing 2018 vs 2020, the proportion of oART fractions was highest for pancreas (62.5 % vs 79.8 %), liver (11.9 % vs 25.4 %), and lung (0 % vs 22.4 %) cancers. The percentage of oART fractions in prostate tumors was low but increased from 0.3 % in 2018 to 4.2 % in 2020. However, oART use for APBI was very infrequent (0.2 %).

The percentage of treatment courses for breast cancer initially increased from 20.0 % in 2014, peaked at 30.4 % in 2016, before dramatically decreasing to 3.4 % by the end of 2020. Although 10 out of the 16 institutions included in this analysis treated breast tumors on MRIdian, the majority (71.2 %) were treated at a single institution. A series of prospective clinical trials on breast cancer conducted early in the assessed timeframe might explain the change in proportion. [NCT #03612648 and NCT#02076074].

The overall proportion of APBI treatment courses for breast cancer was 84.4 % with an additional 12.9 % of courses treated in five or fewer fractions to other dose schedules. The proportion of courses delivered with adaptive treatment in 2014 but adaptive replanning has been steadily increasing over time, with the percentage of oART courses reaching 51.0 % by the end of 2020. The CAGR for oART courses was 65.6 %.

When oART use was analyzed by treatment concept, we found that 47.7 %, 0.2 %, and 24.9 % of UHfx, APBI, and all other dose and fractionation schedules, respectively used oART at least once during the treatment course. (Table 1).

Over twenty-one percent (21.1 %) of all fractions with available oART data were adapted by the end of 2020. The proportion of adapted fractions increased from 12.0 % in 2016 (the first full year of use) to 32.8 % by the end of 2020. The number of oART fractions grew at a CAGR of 88.5 %.

Across all years, 81.0 % of courses with detailed data had at least one oART fraction delivered (Fig. 1). No course was delivered with adaptive treatment in 2014 but adaptive replanning has been steadily increasing over time, with the percentage of oART courses reaching 51.0 % by the end of 2020. The CAGR for oART courses was 65.6 %.

When oART use was analyzed by treatment concept, we found that 47.7 %, 0.2 %, and 24.9 % of UHfx, APBI, and all other dose and fractionation schedules, respectively used oART at least once during the treatment course. (Table 1).

Over twenty-one percent (21.1 %) of all fractions with available oART data were adapted by the end of 2020. The proportion of adapted fractions increased from 12.0 % in 2016 (the first full year of use) to 32.8 % by the end of 2020. The number of oART fractions grew at a CAGR of 88.5 %.

The overall average number of fractions per treatment course was 8.1, whereas the average number of oART fractions was 1.7. By the end of 2020, the overall average number of fractions decreased to 6.5 and the number of oART fractions increased to 2.1. When stratified by treatment concept, we found an average of 4.8, 7.9, and 19.6 fractions for courses delivered using UHfx, APBI, and all other dose and fractionation schedules, respectively. When the same treatment concepts were analyzed for the frequency of oART use, we found an average of 1.9, 0.0, and 1.9 adapted fractions per course, respectively. The proportion of oART fractions in a course varied by treatment concept with 39.1 %, 0.0 %, and 10.0 % of fractions adapted, respectively. By 2020, the proportion of oART fractions in UHfx courses had increased to 45.3 % while oART use in all other course concepts was largely unchanged (Fig. 2).

From 2014 to 2020, the most commonly treated organ sites, based on 4513 courses with detailed data, were pancreas (20.7 %), liver (16.5 %), prostate (12.5 %), breast (11.5 %), and lung (9.4 %) (Table 1). Organ sites classified as “other” (10.4 %) included anus, bone, brain, cervix, colon, esophagus, gall bladder, head and neck, kidney, larynx, oral cavity, ovary, penis, pharynx, rectum, skin, small intestine, stomach, tongue, ureter, urinary bladder, uterus, and vagina. In addition, there were 19 % of courses with undefined organ sites that were also included in the “other” category, for a total of 29.4 %.

The percentage of pancreatic cancers treated increased from 3.5 % in 2014 to 23.2 % in 2020 with prostate increasing from 3.5 % to 18.2 %, and liver from 10.6 % to 15.4 %. The percentage of courses for lung cancer remained stable at between 9.5 % and 9.9 % over the last three years (2018–2020) (Fig. 3). The absolute numbers of courses increased the 7-year time-period with CAGRs of 118.3 % (pancreas), 109.7 % (prostate), 69.8 % (liver), 47.8 % (lung).

The use of UHfx varied by organ site with overall proportions of 91.0 %, 86.8 %, 75.1 %, 72.0 % for liver, pancreas, lung, and prostate, respectively. The rates of UHfx by organ site were more variable in the earlier years of clinical use ranging from 11.1 % in prostate cancer to 51.0 % by the end of 2020. The proportion of oART fractions in prostate tumors was low but increased from 0.3 % in 2018 to 4.2 % in 2020. However, oART use for APBI was very infrequent (0.2 %).

The percentage of treatment courses for breast cancer initially increased from 20.0 % in 2014, peaked at 30.4 % in 2016, before dramatically decreasing to 3.4 % by the end of 2020. Although 10 out of the 16 institutions included in this analysis treated breast tumors on MRIdian, the majority (71.2 %) were treated at a single institution. A series of prospective clinical trials on breast cancer conducted early in the assessed timeframe might explain the change in proportion. [NCT #03612648 and NCT#02076074].

The overall proportion of APBI treatment courses for breast cancer was 84.4 % with an additional 12.9 % of courses treated in five or fewer fractions to other dose schedules. The proportion of courses delivered...
using conventional fractionation was low at 2.7%. In 2018, the percent of breast treatments delivered using APBI reached its highest level at 97.9% and then decreased to 74.2% in 2020 because of an increase in the use of other dose schedules that did not meet the previously stated definitions for APBI.

The proportion of courses receiving ablative doses or dose escalation on MRIdian systems was 65.5% over all years and 77.4% for all UHfx patients. Additionally, 53.9% of all UHfx courses were delivered with ablative doses of 100 Gy BED10 or greater. Liver (79.3%), lung (88.7%), and pancreas (74.3%) courses treated with UHfx had the highest percentages of courses with ablative doses (Table 2). We note that in addition to prostate tumors, breast tumors also have a low alpha beta ratio ranging from 2.5 to 4.6, making a conversion into a BED10 meaningless [11–13].

Discussion

This is the first comprehensive study on the patterns of care among early adopters of MRIdian systems in the US and it provides important insights into the evolution of the use of this technology toward increasing UHfx and oART. The authors consider this analysis of almost 6000 treatment courses comprising over 36,000 fractions as meaningful because it is the largest study published to date describing clinical adoption of MRIdian in the US. This number represents roughly 50% of all patients treated on MRIdian systems worldwide with a similar report detailing use of the technology under preparation for sites located in Europe and Asia.

Temporal trends from 2014 to 2020 on 17 systems at 16 centers showed a CAGR of 59.6% in treatment courses delivered, with a dramatic increase in use of UHfx to 84.9% of courses in 2020 and similar increase in use of oART to 51.0% of courses. MRIdian’s unique imaging capabilities may facilitate greater adoption of UHfx by reducing OAR dose through smaller margins (soft tissue tracking, automatic beam gating) and online adaptive replanning while delivering ablative dose to the target, even those in challenging anatomic locations not suitable for dose escalation using CBCT guidance. Additionally, 53.9% of these UHfx courses met our BED threshold for ablative dosing (≥100 Gy10) and an additional 15.8% were considered definitive dosing (≥72 Gy10; EQD2 = 60).

Overall, 84.4% of breast cancer tumors were treated in APBI treatment courses. By the end of 2020, there was a decrease in the proportion of APBI courses to 74.2% and an increase in breast cancer patients receiving other UHfx courses; most likely due to pandemic-related recommendations to consider hypofractionation more aggressively as well as publication of 10-year data from the FLORENCE study. [20,13]. However, there was a decrease by one-half in the number of breast cancer patients treated in 2020 from the previous year (a drop from 124 to 62), which could have influenced this rate.

Examining disease site trends in the US, there has been increase in utilization of MRIdian to treat abdominopelvic tumors, predominantly pancreas, prostate, and liver, and with increasing utilization of UHfx and adaptive replanning. These disease sites share common challenges with mobile soft tissue targets and surrounding gastrointestinal organs at risk that can change daily, where the advantages of MRgRT and oART may provide the technical ability for clinicians to dose-escalate and/or ultra-hypofractionate. Similarly, another highly mobile anatomic disease site, the lung, has been frequently treated on the MRIdian system.

However, numerous other tumor sites have also been treated using the MRIdian system including other difficult to treat tumors, such as those near critical structures and those subject to significant breathing motion including oligometastases, kidney, bladder, adrenals, retroperitoneal, head and neck, and brain among others. Earlier studies reporting MRIdian clinical practice patterns are generally single institution reports which are limited in terms of understanding national trends. A 2018 US study reported on 666 treatment courses delivered at a single institution over the first 4.5 years of clinical use (2014–2018). [21] The most common disease sites treated at this institution were pancreas (15.2%), liver (13.1%), breast (31.4%), lung (10.1%), prostate (5.3%), with 39.9% SBRT and 13.3% of all fractions adapted. These distributions are somewhat different from our reported more recent data which found...
lower overall breast tumor treatments and greater SBRT utilization. We note that most treatments for breast tumors in our study were driven by a single institution (the first to adopt the technology in the US) in the earlier years, although an increasing number of centers have clinically adopted MRIdian for treating breast tumors recently, reaching a total of 10 out of 16 sites by the end of 2020. Another potential reason for the lower proportion of breast tumors observed in more recent years may be due to the need for some institutions to prioritize other tumor sites over breast cancer in utilizing these machines that are still relatively scarce and may reach full capacity at each center.

A Turkish study reporting MRIdian utilization for the first 500 fractions found that 84 different tumor sites were treated, with the most treated diagnoses being prostate (33 %) and lung tumors (21 %) and 90.2 % of patients were treated with SBRT [22]. A second Turkish study published in 2020 reported on an additional 462 fractions (962 total) and found 19.9 % lung, 36.7 % pelvis, 43.3 % abdomen with 80.4 % using oART [23].

In 2021, authors of the MOMENTUM study published patterns of care results on 943 patients treated on the 1.5 T MR-linac [24]. Even though the types of tumor sites treated are similar to the 0.35 T MRgRT systems, the distribution in numbers of patients by tumor site was different with 40 % (vs 23.5 %) prostate, 5 % (vs 14.5 %) liver, 4 % (vs 11.2 %) pancreas and 1 % (vs 12.3 %) lung tumors treated. The MOMENTUM study also reported 17 % of treatments for lymph nodes, 12 % for brain and 10 % for rectum, out of the 39 different tumor sites treated on the 1.5 T MR-linac. We were unable to specifically define lymph node...
treatments in our data. However, it is likely that lymph node treatments are included in the "Other" tumor site category. This category represented 29.4% overall. However, that category summarized all the remaining tumor sites. The actual undefined "Other" category represented 19.0%, while brain and rectum tumors represented 0.7% and 1.3%.

The trends toward increasing UHfx with or without dose escalation using SBRT techniques have been ongoing in radiation oncology [25–28], driven by 1) growing clinical evidence for excellent treatment outcomes with low toxicity and high patient satisfaction [29], 2) reimbursement pressures with bundled payments such as the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) proposed Radiation Oncology Alternative Payment Model (RO-APM) 3) novel technologies that increase the number of disease sites that may be safely treated, and 4) emphasis on shorter courses for patient safety during the COVID pandemic [20,30]. Despite increasing trends favoring the use of UHfx and SBRT, the percent of patients treated with SBRT in the US is still rather low in most tumor sites such as prostate [25–28] and pancreatic cancers [31], with the exception being early-stage lung tumors with a utilization rate of 60% [32]. The patterns of care data from the MRIdian systems in the US suggest that these trends in UHfx have rapidly occurred for patients treated with these systems and potentially accelerated by the underlying technological capabilities of MR-guidance, advanced motion management and oART.

Notably, even in patients who received more than five fractions of treatments, the average number of fractions was 18.2 in 2020, fewer than conventionally fractionated courses of RT using existing RT technologies, which usually range from 20 to 45 fractions per treatment course, according to tumor site [33–36]. Greater use of UHfx and hypofractionation could lower overall costs to the healthcare system, patients, and payers by reducing the number of fractions delivered, as well as improving access to RT in areas with limited availability and offer better patients’ convenience [37,38].

An important aspect of this study is the recognition that the delivery of UHfx doses by its very nature requires very careful attention to OAR constraints and cognizance of day-to-day changes, which necessitates more frequent on-table adaptation of the original treatment plans by physicians as we observed in our data, relative to the situation commonly seen with standard fractionated radiotherapy with larger PTV margins. This additional effort and work by physicians and the clinical team are clearly necessary for safe delivery of such large doses per fraction near critical OAR. The combination of large doses per fraction, intra-fraction beam guidance, and the need for on-table replanning influence the throughput of this modality, relative to conventional linear accelerators.

We were not able to collect data on fraction time and as such can not report on time per fraction for dose deliveries using MR-image-guidance only, fractions that are delivered with additional real-time imaging-based beam gating or fractions that were delivered after oART dose replanning. Data detailing the additional oART work and related time have been published by a number of institutions, generally finding that additional 20 to 30 min of time are spent in the oART workflow [22,23,39,40,41,42,43]. Similar reports have also been published for the 1.5 T MR-linac system, finding comparable additional times needed for oART [44–47].

This study must be interpreted in the context of its limitations. First, treatment concept and organ site data were not fully complete and thus did not allow us to directly capture the effects of adaptive and MR-guidance on SBRT adoption and the exact treatment site. However, we were able to estimate SBRT utilization on the MRIdian systems using a combination of dose prescribed, number of fractions, and calculations of a BED$_{10}$. There were additional limitations in distinguishing between treatment of primary disease by site vs secondary metastasis to the same organ site (e.g., liver site likely includes both primary hepatocellular

| Table 2 Percentage of UHfx Courses by Dose Level Calculated as a BED$_{10}$ |
|--------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Organ Site | BED$_{10} \geq$ 100 Gy | BED$_{10}$ 72 to 99 Gy | Other* BED$_{10}$ |
| Liver | 79.3 % | 12.6 % | 8.2 % |
| Lung | 88.7 % | 6.3 % | 5.0 % |
| Pancreas | 74.3 % | 15.4 % | 10.3 % |
| Other | 36.7 % | 21.6 % | 41.6 % |

* Other is exclusive of APBI and prostate.
carcinoma and secondary liver metastases). We theorize that “Other” treatment site likely represents oligo-metastatic lesions to non-organ locations such as abdominal-pelvic lymph nodes or soft tissue metastases given ongoing trends in treatment of oligometastatic disease [48] and institutional reports from MRIdian systems users, but nevertheless we are limited by the available data and cannot provide a more comprehensive analysis of trends by these disease entities. We also recognize that data for some treatment courses delivered on MRIdian cobalt systems lacked granularity. Lastly, while the patterns of care provide insights into how end users are applying this technology in the real world, we are limited by the lack of outcomes data directly tied to this dataset and the identified trends in UHFx and adaptive therapy usage. However, reports on clinical outcomes for MRIdian with or without adaptive therapy in both prospective and retrospective series continue to grow [13,39,40,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57], and completed and ongoing prospective trials will provide additional insights. (NCT03621644, NCT04531041, NCT04247165, NCT04162665, NCT04242342, NCT04020276, NCT04915508, NCT04364770, NCT04402151, NCT04422132, NCT03541850, NCT03916419, NCT03936478, NCT03612648, NCT03878485, NCT03972072, NCT04376502, NCT04115254, NCT04368702).

Conclusions

This study reports the largest and most comprehensive analysis of MR-guided radiation therapy courses delivered in the US. The ability to clearly delineate soft tissues during treatment, deliver radiation dose while automatically controlling for organ motion, and adapt treatment plans with the patient on-table have accelerated a transition to UHFx in the US. Additionally, this technology has allowed dose escalation and delivery of ablative dose in a greater proportion of patients. Safer delivery of ablative doses, the ability to treat more complex tumors, and to reduce the number of fractions delivered could lead to improved clinical outcomes, lower overall healthcare costs, and offer better quality of life, patient satisfaction, and convenience.
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